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1 - 9. sorularda boş bırakılan yere uygun gelen kelime ya 
da ifadeyi işaretleyiniz.

 Megan : - - - -?

 Brenda : I think it is traffic. Sometimes I spend hours  
    to go to work.

A) How is the new policy of the new governor

B) Where is the most beautiful building in this city

C) What is the most important problem in your city

D) Why do you think new electric cars are so cheap

C) What do you know about new traffic punishments

2. Sally : - - - -?

 Carmen : Oh, they are a little expensive but they   
    spend less gasoline.

A) How do you keep your data

B) What do you know about mega cities

C) What do you think about the new cars

D) What do you think about the traffic jam

E)  What kind of mobile devices do you like most

3. Rosetta : - - - -?

 Sabrina : No. Tell me what you know.

 Rosetta : Well, hundreds of people died and the   
    number of deaths may increase.

 Rosetta : Oh, that’s so bad!

A) Have you decided what to do

B) Can you give me some advice

C) Why have you changed your mind

D) Did you hear about the earthquake

E) How many people injured in the accident

4. Tom : Did you like the Mexican food?

 Sam : No, I didn’t like it at all. Because - - - -.

A) I will try it next time

B) I was really hungry

C) I have never eaten

D) it was really tasty

E) it was too spicy

5. Nicole : Do you prefer studying alone or with a   
    group of friends?

 Sandra : With a group of friends because - - - -.

A) I like being alone

B) I learn better with others

C) I study early in the morning

D) my friends are out of town

E) my friends act like babies

6. I love being all alone in nature, so I - - - - when I am out 
for hiking.

A) prefer being with friends

B) prefer shopping at big malls

C) prefer turning off my mobile phone

D) would rather eat at a nice restaurant

E) would rather hot drinks than cold ones



Cevap anahtarına ulaşmak için karekodu okutunuz.
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7. - - - - desktop computers because they are easy to 
carry.

A) I need to buy

B) I often try using

C) I never enjoy using

D) I always prefer tablets to

E) I never use flash disks on

8. I don’t like theatre, so I would rather - - - -.

A) visit the historical theatre here

B) buy a ticket for the theatre

C) leave the cinema now

D) get theatre lessons

E) go to the cinema

9. When I travel I always - - - - because they are cheaper 
and safer.

A) prefer walking slowly

B) prefer trains to planes

C) would rather stay home

D) prefer buying expensive gifts

E) would rather spend all the money

10. (I) The invention of the Internet is a milestone of 
communication technologies. (II)People use the Internet 
for communication, trade, education, entertainment and 
many other things. (III)Children usually use computers 
only to play games. (IV)It has become a global area 
where millions of people from all over the world meet with 
each other. (V) Today the number of the Internet users 
reached over four billion and it increases every second.

 Verilen metinde anlam bütünlüğünü bozan cümleyi 
işaretleyiniz.

A) I B) II C) III D) IV E) V

11. ve 12. soruların doğru cevabını verilen parçaya göre 
işaretleyiniz.

 We live in a digital era. The speed of the technology is 
dazzling. As a teacher, I always try to catch up with the 
new technology and adapt the way I teach. When my 
students see me use the latest technology in the lessons, 
I feel that they are surprised because they do not expect 
it from me. When I give the examples from the latest 
improvements, I can see that they are more motivated 
and eager to participate in my lessons.

11. The teacher in the passage - - - -.

A) is an out of date teacher

B) follows the latest developments

C) wants his students to study more

D) uses the old methods in the lessons

E) is always against the new developments

12. Students - - - -.

A) enjoy the lessons because of the “up to date examples”

B) must study regularly to make their parents proud

C) are surprised because their teacher is too boring

D) can sometimes disappoint their teacher

E) always tend to talk during the lessons


